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My visit to Israel this summer left two Indelible
impressions: First, as serious as Israel's security situation
remains and as essential as it is for Israel to remain
militarily strong and alert to external aggression, Israel's
major problems today are internal; it has secured its
existence, now it is defining i ts essence. Second, it is tine
for American Jews to move from the sidelines onto the playing
field if we want to have a role in defining the direction of
Israeli society. The future of the Jewish people is at stake
in how Israel's internal debate is resolved.

* * * * #

Each t r ip to Israel i s uplifting. This one was especially
meaningful because our family lived in an apartment in the
Jewish Quarter of the Old City rather than out of a suitcase in
a hotel. The history, the excavations of past Jewish
civilizations and of those that destroyed past Jewish States
juxtaposed with the magnificent modern architecture of the
Jewish Quarter suffuse ones very bones with a sense of
peoplehood, of belonging. I particularly remember Friday
night, as the ever-glaring surnner sun sets and Shabbat begins.
Families pour out of every corner of the Jewish Quarter, f i rs t
a t r i ck le , then a mighty stream of humanity coalescing together
toward the Western Wall, a metaphor of the Jewish people caning
from the four corners of the Diaspora to return together to
Israel and to Jerusalem.
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From Metullah to Eilat, from Tiberias to Sde Boker, from
Haifa to Beersheva we saw and absorbed. What we saw after only
37 years of independence was a country that fulfilled much of
the driving socialist-Zionist ideology of Israel's founders:

We saw that a new kind of Jew has been created from
the downtrodden and defenseless Jews of Eastern European
shtetels and the oppressed Jews of Arab lands: proud, often to
the point of arrogance, tough, strong, and resilient; able to
till the soil, man the assemblyline, and defend their country
against a far more numerous foe.

We saw a nation which in less than four decades has
assimilated hundreds of thousands of immigrants of different
cultures and backgrounds, most with little skills and
education, better than perhaps any country in history.

We saw a State which has built a modern
infrastructure of roads, sewage systems, communications,
transportation, and irrigation which equal that in all but a
handful of the world's nations.

We were living in a country that had started with
nothing and now had a Gross National Product of over $23
billion, and a per capita income of over $5200, comparable to
many European countries.

We saw handsome young women and men proudly serving
their country in a military establishment considered among the
half dozen strongest in the world.

Most important, we became part of a people which,
after five wars and incalcuable sacrifice has at last won the
battle against her external foes for her security and
independence. While, in Jefferson's words, "eternal vigilance
is the price of liberty" and Israel must not let her guard
down, it must nevertheless be said, and said with pride, that
Israel has no direct external enemy which by itself can destroy
the Jewish State.

Israel has maintained a peace with her strongest military
rival, Egypt, since the Camp David Accords and Israel-Egypt
Peace Treaty. That peace has been far less than we hoped at
the time, but far more than we dreamed possible only a few
years ago. It has survived the Lebanon war, financial pressure
from Saudi Arabia, ostracism against Egypt in the Arab world,
and the assassination of Anwar Sadat. Israel's southern border
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with Egypt has the additional protection of a multinational
force, with a U.S. contingent, which we saw on our trip into
Egyptian Sinai, which carefully polices even technical
violations of the treaty.

In addition, there is de facto non-belligerency on
Israel's eastern border with Jordan. King Hussein, alone, is
little military threat to Israel. His permission to Yasir
Arafat and the PLO to use Jordan as their new residence is
potentially dangerous, but he continues to effectively monitor
his borders to prevent terrorism directly from Jordan and to
cut off routes from Syria via Jordan. On his forthcoming trip
to Washington this month he may make a clearer statement of
non-belligerency in order to enhance the chances of securing
the arms he seeks from the Administration.

The Lebanese war, for all of its tragedy and unfulfilled
hopes, nevertheless secured Israel's northern border with
Lebanon and shattered the PLO. The Shiites are intent on
keeping the Palestinians in check to prevent another Israeli
invasion and their own sharp turn against Israel may slowly
abate with Prime Minister Peres' courageous withdrawal in June
and with the return of all imprisoned Shiites. Syria is
finding its ability to control events in Lebanon as frustrating
as Israel and the U.S.

The Iran-Iraq war continues to tie down and bleed two
other more remote threats to Israel. The war has also moved
Iraq away from total Soviet domination and may provide more
U.S. influence on overall Iraqi Middle East policy when its
battle with Khomeini is over.

Syria is a legitimate security concern. The Soviets have
more than replenished the arms Syria lost to Israel during the
Lebanese war. She is the premier military power in the Arab
world with a ruthless and cunning leader. But, alone, Syria
does not pose a threat to Israel's existence. Israel's control
of the Golon Heights, through which we traversed, effectively
prevents a massive, surprise attack.

And, overriding all, is a de facto, unwritten security
agreement with the United States of America. No one should
underestimate the depth of the American commitment to Israel's
security. America's security umbrella is as effectively over
Israel's head as it is over the NATO countries and over nations
with whom we have a formal security agreement. Indeed,
President Carter several times offered Israel a formal security
arrangement.
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How far the U.S.-Israel relationship has come from the
days when even the great American Secretary of State George
Marshall vehemently objected to U.S. recognition of Israel;
when President Harry Truman himeself imposed an arms embargo on
the newly-created State at the time of its maximum peril during
the War of Independence; when John Foster Dulles created the
Baghdad Pact and when President Eisenhower rejected a request
for a modest loan and then pressured Israel to unilaterally
withdraw from the Sinai in 1956 with no security commitments
from Egypt.

By 1967, President Johnson's policy after the Six Day War
was that Israel should withdraw from occupied territories only
when there was recognition by her enemies and secure borders.
And, President Johnson also hosted Levi Eshkol in the first
official visit of an Israeli prime minister and sold Israel,
for the first time, sophisticated offensive weapons. By 1973,
President Nixon helped save Israel from the Yom Kippur surprise
twelve years ago almost to the day, with the most massive U.S.
airlift since the Berlin blockade--566 flights from the U.S.
carrying 72,000 tons of equipment.

Between 1946 and 1971, total U.S. aid averaged slightly
more than $60 million per year—$1.5 billion overall, of which
$1.35 billion was economic and only $162 million was in
military aid. All military aid and most economic aid was in
loans, not grants. Huge, predictable levels of U.S. foreign
assistance to Israel dated from the 1973 War. For the fiscal
year before the War, Israel received $417 million in U.S.
assistance. Late in 1973, Congress voted an emergency
appropriation of $2.2 billion to Israel, including a $1.5
billion grant in military aid. A new era in relations began.
Between 1974 and 1981, total U.S. aid to Isrel amounted to $18
billion—twelve times more than the country received from 1948
to 1973, a period three and one-half times as long.

During the 1970's and early 1980's, Israel got a variety
of unique foreign aid concessions given to virtually no other
nation, like up front lump sum financing, and the ability to
use U.S. foreign aid funds to develop the Lavie fighter, even
though it might compete with a U.S.-made plane.

There is now a true strategic relationship. Israel has
received some $30 billion in assistance from the U.S. In 1985
and 1986, Israel will receive $7.5 billion in economic and
military aid, three times more than she received in her first
25 years. All aid is now in the form of grants. Israel alone
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gets almost 20 percent of the total U.S. foreign assistance
budget to all nations.

In 1980, the Carter Administration guaranteed Israel
against an oil cut-off. In 1981, a historic Memorandum of
Understanding was signed in which the Reagan Administration for
the first time noted the "mutual security relationship which
exists between the two nations," noted the joint interest of
the U.S. and Israel in deterring "the threat to the peace and
security of the region caused by the Soviet Union or
Soviet-controlled forces," and effectively recognized Israel as
a strategic asset of the U.S.

American naval forces now regularly use Israeli
harbors—we saw a huge American warship docked in Haifa harbor,
a sight that sent a proud tingle down my spine.

There is no question that any threat to Israel's security
would be met with vigorous U.S. assistance.

Israel, in short, is more secure now from external
aggression than any tima since her modern existence—indeed, to
a greater degree than the Jewish states of the First and Second
Commonwealth, which were constantly at risk from stronger
powers and whose ruins we saw almost at our doorstep in
Jerusalem and from Hazor to Masada. Its security must never be
taken for granted, or it can be lost, but it is a reality.

Israel now faces a new challenge. Precisely because it
has earned its security it now is looking inward to define
itself. Precisely because the unifying imminent threat of
external invasion has dissipated, internal cohesion is a
greater challenge.

Its major threats now are internal not external. We must
not permit the Arabs to secure through a loss of internal
vitality and cohesion what they were unable to secure on the
battlefield. It is ironic but not coincidental that U.S. Jews
too now face a greater threat from a loss of internal
cohesion—here through assimilation—than we do from the
external threat of anti-semitism.

There are four major internal problems, which overshadow
the external threats which have dominated Israel's attention
and ours for her first three and a half decades: the
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Sephardic-Ashkenazi division; the deterioration of Israel's
economy; the rise of extreme nationalism under the leadership
of Rabbi Kahane; and the increasing secular-fundamentalist
split. There is an important role for American Jews to play in
helping Israel resolve each of these internal struggles. These
internal issues affect all of us as Jews because they have a
direct bearing on Israel's future as a Jewish state. Here,
unlike with national security issues, our experience is
relevant.

Sephardic-Ashkenazi Division

Israel's pioneers were largely of European-Ashkenazi
origin with generally educated, secular backgrounds and a
socialist-Zionist philosophy. The Histadrut and the kibbutz
movement were expressions of that ideology. Beginning in the
1950's, most immigration to Israel has been from lower income
Oriental-Sephardic Jews from Arab lands, with more traditional
Orthodox religious views. They often saw themselves shunted
away into impoverished development towns, many of which remain
today—Beit She'an, Ofakim, and Beit Shemesh. To them the
Histadrut was not a labor movement but an employer or a union
boss and the kibbutz was an alien place for their culture.

There remains a large socio-economic gap between Ashk«nazi
and Sephardic Jews. Sephardim make up 80 percent of the
370,000 Israelis living in development towns. Unemployment in
some of the development towns, like Beit She1an, through which
we passed, is in excess of 35 percent. Sephardim are
underrepresented in Israel's higher education system—making up
only 17 percent of the total college population, 9 percent of
graduate students, and barely 5 percent of post-graduate
students.

A major series of articles by Pulitzer-prize winning
journalist Thomas Freedman in The New York Times dramatized the
gap and emphasized the feeling the Sephardim have of being
outsiders.

See, generally, Nina Weiner, Present Tense. Winter 1984,
Vol. II, No. 2); Jaffe, "Education-Insurance Policy for
Israel," Lehava, ISEF, Spring 1985, Vol. 1, No. 1).
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increasingly one Israel ethnically, with more equality than
ever before. I agree with Professor Dan Elazar that to the
degree there is a struggle between the two communities it is
being acted out in the political arena and is "a normal
struggle for power among 'ins' and 'outs'."^

As American Jews, we can help bring our own sensitivities
as members of a minority group to this situation. We can
support institutions like the International Sephardic Education
Foundation. We can reorient the work in Israel of our American
Jewish organizations toward assisting development towns,
leadership training of Sephardic as well as Ashkenazic young
people, and scholarships for bright but poor Sephardic
youngsters. And we can learn to appreciate the culture of
Sephardim.

The Economic Trauma

Had Israel continued to march to the economic abyss toward
which it was headed in the past few years it would have a
devastating effect on the future of the Jewish State. No
country can defend itself in the long run without a sound
economic base. Moreover, the Zionist ideal will be thwarted if
Israel crumbles economically. It will be unable to hold its
own citizens and attract Jews the world over. Studies have
indicated that the major reason between 350,000 and 500,000
Israelis (as of 1982) have left a Jewish State founded after
2000 years of exile, and a major reason why only 75,000
American Jews have moved and stayed in Israel, is its lack of
economic opportunity. This year alone over 20,000 Israelis may
leave for better jobs abroad.

In meetings with our friends and relatives this summer,
the economic difficulty of keeping one's head above water
became painfully clear. Careful, frugal, middle-class
professionals with both husbands and wives working spend all
their salaries in the first part of the month and reguarly
borrow from the bank simply to get through the month. A movie
or dinner out is a rare luxury. The economic life has become
so tough in the last few years that many Western Jews who have
successfully made aliyeh for many years and are deeply
dedicated to living out their Zionist dream in Israel are
considering leaving for the first time.

Daniel Elazar, "Israel's New Majority," Commentary. Vol.
75, No. 3, Mar. 1983).
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Despite her massive defense burden, Israel had a model
economy for a developing nation for most of its life--a fact we
tend to forget. From I94e to I960, economic growth ranged from
7 percent to 9 percent. From 1960 to 1965, GNP growth was 9.6
percent, inflation was less than 7 percent annually, and
unemployment was only 3.8 percent. When inflation rose to 10
percent in 1964, restrictive economic measures dropped
inflation to 6 percent but caused a rise in unemployment to 11
percent and the beginning of significant out migration and the
phenomenon of yordim. Between 1967 and 1970, growth was an
outstanding 14 percent and inflation 2 percent.

This rosy picture changed to one of near disaster. From
1980 to 1983, Israel's domestic consumption increased 21
percent but its production only 6 percent, forcing Israel to
fill the gap by borrowing heavily from foreign banks, and
relying increasingly on U.S. government loans and grants.
Israelis have the highest per capita debt burden in the world
and its total foreign debt was over $23 billion by the end of
1984; its reserves to pay its foreign debt grew dangerously
close to the "red line" in 1984. GNP growth slowed to a crawl
and inflation was running in excess of 400 percent by the end
of 1934. Indeed, for July of 1985 while my family was there,
when many subsidies were lifted, inflation was 28 percent for
the month!

On top of its already heavy social welfare burdens, its
obligations to assimilate hundreds of thousands of immigrants
and its awesome military requirements, several events accounted
for this catastrophic situation:

o The two oil price shocks of the 1970's had a
devastating effect on a nation which must import all of its
oil.

o Peace with Egypt added short-run costs in moving
civilians and military facilities from the Sinai.

o The 1982 War in Lebanon exacted a toll.

But two events stand out. First, the Yom Kippur War of
1973 dealt a devastating blow to the Israeli economy. It cost
Israel $12 billion; led her to assume enormous debt burdens
from the U.S. to rebuild her military (one-third of Israel's
foreign debt is owed to the U.S. on loans for weapons purchased
since the 1973 war); and substantially increased her defense
burden <from 1968 to 1973, defense expenditures and defense
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imports averaged 22 percent of Israel's GNP; by 1975 they were
34 percent).

Just as Israel was beginning to come out of the shock of
the 1973 War, the Likud government engaged in reckless fiscal
policy, increasing subsidies, encouraging the purchase- of
imports and consumer goods, increasing public employment until
one in every three salaried civilian workers vere public
employees. In short, by encouraging its citizens to live
beyond their means and the government to spend beyond its
income, inflation took off into a triple-digit inflation
stratosphere with consumption growing at twice the rate of tne
country's GNP. Israelis were one of the highest per capita VCR
owners of any country in the world. In 1984, a staggering
750,000 Israelis took vacations abroad.

But here again, just as with the Sephardi-Ashkenazi
problem, I came away encouraged. I believe that Israel is on
the long road back to economic sanity and a sound economy. The
tough measures adopted this summer at the urging of Finance_
Minister Hodai and Prime Minister Peres will work « the unity
government can hold together long enough to effectively
implement them, rerhu^ most important, I im convin -rc"\
conversations with academics, businessmen, and cab drivers tnat
the country is ready for the austerity required to break the
back of inflation.

A substantial budget cut of $2 billion has been announced
(but not yet effectively implemented) in a budget with only $13
billion in discretionary expenditures, net of mandatory debt
repayments. Over 10,000 public employees will be laid off.
This process has begun and has been accepted by the public
employee unions with remarkably little disruption. Wage
indexation has been modified so it recoups a smaller percentage
of inflation.' The Histadrut agreed to a remarkable pact vnicn
cut real wages by 15 percent or more. The Central Bank of
Israel has been given more independence from the government to
control the money supply (although back down agreements stiii
seem likely).

The results thus far are heartening. Reserves
stabilized for the past two months. Exports for July, 1985,
were 24 percent more than the same month a year ago. There is
a 30 percent drop in the number of Israelis going abroad. The
August inflation figures showed less than 4 percent for the
month. The infusion of $1.5 billion in U.S. emergency
assistance recently voted by Congress will begin. Thus far,
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unemployment has risen far less than Israeli and U.S.
economists expected. As MIT Professor Stan Fisher, the most
knowledgeable U.S. economist on the Israeli economy, noted, the
U.S. reduced inflation in 1981-1982 by a massive recession and
high unemployment. The cut in real wages which the Histadrut
accepted for its members may help Israel solve its inflation
problem with less pain and suffering.

Israel will need to pursue its austerity program for at
least a year to break the back of inflation and improve its
balance of payments. But it needs to do more. The historic
Free Trade Agreement passed and signed into law by President
Reagan this year will give Israel something no country in the
world—including Mexico, Canada, and Great Britain—has:
duty-free access to the U.S. market in return for unimpeded
U.S. access to Israel's market.

It is vital that Israel take advantage of this
unparalleled opportunity by modernizing its antiquated economy,
encouraging more savings and less consumption, more business
investment and less personal spending, more efficiency and
productivity and lass bureaucracy and unreliability, Anyone
who has had to deal with Israeli banks, for example, comes lace
to face with massive inefficiency and a simple unwillingness to
be helpful. On top of an economic system already suffering
from inefficiencies is mandatory reserve duty which at
unpredictable times takes away workers for weeks on end.

But if the Israeli economy must undergo structural reforms
we as American Jews have a particular responsibility to assist
in the recovery of the Israeli economy. Israel is a small
nation with a small domestic market. It must export to create
jobs, to earn foreign currency to sustain its military and
heavy social obligations—in short, to survive.

It is time that we American Jews changed our
check-writing mentality to an involvement mentality. There jjs
a middle ground between aliyeh to help Israel and passively
writing a check once a year—it is a new dynamic interaction.
It is time we changed our relationship to Israel from a
donor-donee charitable relationship to a partnership of equals.
The United Jewish Appeal Federation is a marvelous
instrumentality for involving U.S. Jews in Jewish activities.
It has a great network of donors throughout the country. The
$300 million it sends to Israel relieves the Israeli government
of certain social burdens it would otherwise have to assume.
Its missions are a critically important way of showing Israel
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to American Jews for the first time, for building young and
reinvigorating established leadership.

Israel Bonds likewise is an important institution in
Jewish life for affording the Israel government with access to
inexpensive capital for its infrastructure development.

But these institutions, like we ourselves, need to broaden
their vision to the new needs of Israel. The Jewish State
needs now more than anything our direct economic and personal
involvement.

The Federation, perhaps through a separate entity it might
spawn, should use its unparalleled donor list to encourage
American Jewish businessmen to invest in Israel, to buy more
D^oductS from Israel, to joint venture with Israeli businesses,
to help Israeli complies market their products in an American
market which is often confusing and is always vast and
intimidating. A non-profit institution, headed by leading
AmerTcan and Israeli businessmen, should act a* a " ^ ™ * ^ *
institution to bring together "marriages" of the right Israeli
company with the right American business.

Israel Bonds, perhaps in cooperation with Federation,
should develop an equity arm which would raise up to $500
million in the next three years in an equity fund, from People
like you and me. We would put some of our money at risk for
Israel in a fund which would invest in promising Israeli
companies and help established ones expand to meet the demand
of the American market. Such money, properly ^vested would
have a far greater impact on the Israeli economy than a similar
amount qiven to the government via bonds or to the Jewish
Agency for social welfare, as important as these functions will
remain.

Max Fisher, Charles Bronfman, and Mort Mandel are working
at the request of Prime Minister Peres on "°PeJatl°^v(1 tht>
Independence," a similar enterprise, and should receive the
full cooperation of UJA and Israel Bonds. High-tech funds for
Israel are springing up over the U.S.

One example can show what can be done. On our way home
from Israel, we stopped in London for a few days and shopped at
Marks and Spencer. This world famous chain is chock:full of
high quality Israeli products. They purchase $100 million per
year in Israeli merchandise. They make no compromises on
price quality, or delivery, but they have made a commitment to
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help Israel. No American chain, even those owned by American
Jews, purchases even one-tenth of this amount from Israel.

But you and I can do other things too to enhance our
involvement in the life of Israel, even if making aliyeh is too
great a step for some of us. Dentists and doctors can spend
time in Israel in under-served areas, such as development towns
and poor neighborhoods in cities. Senior citizens programs
afford a chance for productive assistance to many Israeli
institutions, including the army, to free up Israelis for other
activities. High school students can spend their 11th or 12th
grade at a kibbutz like Kibbutz Beat Hashita, with which the
Washington Jewish community has a particular relationship. The
possibilities are endless and exciting—if we come off the
sidelines and join Israelis in building their economy.

Extremist Nationalism and Rabbi Kahane

It is impossible to spend any time in Israel today without
being aware of the potential threat to the body politic of
Rabbi Meir Kahane and his followers—one of America's most
undesirable exports. Frssh from creating the Jewish Defense
League in the U.S., he has become a member of the Knesset in
his own self-styled Kach party by capturing just over the
threshold of one percent national support required. This has
given him a platform for his venomous positions. His platform
reads like a mirror image of the Nuremberg laws passed in the
early days of the Nazi regime in Germany, with its call for the
total disenfranchisement and ultimate expulsion of all Arabs
from Israel and the West Bank. He reportedly begins public
rallies by saying, "Shalom fellow Jews and Arab dogs."

His extremist solutions are fed by the menace of an
increasing wave of indigenous West Bank terrorism by
Palestinians which already this year has taken 14 civilian
lives in brutal, mindless fashion.

Extremism begets extremism. After the particularly
chilling murders of several innocent Israelis in Afula, Kach
followers on the town council of Kiryat Arba voted to.bar any
contracting with Arab firms or hiring of Arab workers.

Recent public opinion polls, even if they overstate the
support Kahane would'actually receive in an election, are
nevertheless sobering. He would receive some 10 percent of the
Jewish vote and 10 seats if elections were held now. Another
poll of teenagers gave him a similar percentage but showed that
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over 40 percent agreed with his basic policies toward the
Arabs. Another poll conducted among 100 16-year old pupils of
the prestigious Bnei Akiva Nehalim Yeshiva High School showed
over 60 percent support for Kahane's views with 22 percent
indicating they would vote for him. Yet, this school is a
flagship of the mainstream Orthodox National Religious Party s
yeshivot. This threatens to move the political spectrum to the
right as Kahane drains support from the Likud. Thus, for
example, in the 1984 election the Likud lost support (48 seats
to 41 seats) not so much to Labor (which went from 47 in 1981
to 44 seats in 1984) as to a more ultra-nationalist party,
Tehiya, which captured 5 seats and to Kahane.

The presence of a Jewish underground in the West Bank,
which is fighting Arab terrorism with Jewish terrorism, mirrors
the deteriorating relationships between Jews and Arab on the
West Bank.

But, here again, there are many evidences that Israel is
coming to grips with Kahanism and terrorism. Leading
political figures of the left and right, from Labor and Likud,
have condemned Kahane and his policies forcefully and directly.
Dan Merridor of the Likud, for example, noted that Kahane s
principles were totally at variance with those of the father of
revisionism and the spiritual guiding light of Herut,
Jabotinsky. The Knesset recently voted 66-0 to ban political
parties "that incite to racism or negate Israel s democratic
character" (as well as those which negate the existence of a
Jewish state)—a vote aimed directly at Kahane's Kach party.
Israeli institutions are proving resilient in the face of this
threat. The Israeli courts ruled against Kiryat Arba s
decision to ban Arab workers and have withstood tremendous
ultra-nationalist pressure to convict and severely punish Jews
involved in terrorist attacks against Arabs in the West Bank.

Here again, we cannot be simply interested bystanders.
Jews in Israel must know where Jews in America stand on those
who would poison Israeli democracy with messages of hate and
intolerance. An important first step was taken when a score of
major American Jewish religious and secular organizations
recently publicly condemned Kahane and his views (unfortunately
with the notable absence of major Orthodox organizations). We
must lend our voices to .the chorus of indignation so that we
help Israelis nip Kahanism and Jewish terrorism in the bud. We
must join with the vast majority of Israelis who recognize that
an accommodation must be reached between Jews and those Arabs
who live within the Jewish State to secure its survival and to
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avoid perpetual internal strife and turmoil. The marvelous job
done by Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kolleck, the architect of the New
Jerusalem, is a model of peaceful co-existence.

The outcome will be a test of Israeli democracy—a test I
am confident she will meet.

Religious Fundamentalism in a Secular Society

The most troubling internal problem I found is the growing
polarization of Israeli society between secular and
fundamentalist communities. It is this division which has the
greatest potential to sew discord and dissension in the body
politic and to erode the cohesion Israel needs to face its
external enemies.

The "status quo" which has existed from the inception of
the Jewish State is being shattered. David Ben Gurion
recognized the need for Israel to be a democracy not a
theocracy, a secular not a religious state. But, he also .
recognized the need for Israel to be a Jewish state. Major
areas of domestic life were placed within the jurisdiction of
the Orthodox religious establishment with little state
involvement, such as marriages, divorces, and conversions, and
state aid was generously provided to religious schools and
institutions. But there was a live-and-let-live attitude, in
which religious Jews lived by traditional standards and let
secular Jews live according to their own standards.

The political institution which reflected this
understanding was the National Religious Party. It was a
responsible, mainstream Orthodox party which has been a
coalition partner in every Israeli government and reinforced
the "status quo."

The Orthodox consensus has broken down, the Orthodox
community has fragmented, and the rise of fundamentalist
Orthodoxy threatens the status quo. Fundamentalist Orthodoxy
is not satisfied with the status quo. It wishes, in messionic
fashion, to impose its views on all of Israeli society, to save
Israel from divine damnation and to save their own souls for
the life hereafter. They want nothing less than the religious
tranformation of Israel., The status quo is unacceptable.

This has created enormous bitterness and resentment among
secular Jews who view the fundamentalists with a mixture of
fear and contempt. They see their own lifestyles at stake—and
they are right.
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The rise in religious fundamentalism expresses itself in
Israel today in many ways:

o Bills have been introduced and are on their way to
passage in the Knesset to ban all eating, handling, and
production of pork and to impose a similar ban on bread during
Passover. El Al no longer flies on the Shabbat.

o A major effort was made to stop construction of a
community swimming pool in the Jerusalem suburb of Ramot
because it would be open on Shabbat and mixed bathing would be
permitted. Although the pool has been built, it is covered
with a roof even in the summertime so that fundamentalists will
not have to see mixed bathing.

o Demonstrations occur daily outside the Jerusalem
Municipality building to oppose construction of a Morman Church
in Jerusalem.

o Ethiopians who have known discrimination for hundreds
of years because of their religion, and who risked their lives
by marching across parched deserts to reach Eretz Yisrael, in a
modern day reenactment of t'ha Exodus, have been told by the
Orthodox rabinnate that they will not be considered Jewish
until they immerse themselves in a mikvah.

o A recent tragic bus accident with a train was
ascribed to God's outrage that the bus was being used on
Shabbat.

o There is an attempt to prevent Education Minister
Navon from promoting a Jewish-Arab dialogue in the schools on
the ground it may lead to intermarriage.

o Mixed neighborhoods of religious and non-religious
Jews are becoming a thing of the past, with geographic
polarization setting in.

In Jerusalem, secular Jews complain that fundamentalists
target a neighborhood for takeover and harass
non-fundamentalists to leave. Where no streets were closed
twenty years ago today 30 Jerusalem streets are closed on
Shabbat.

o Repeated efforts are made in the Knesset to change
the Law of Return so that those converted to Judaism by
Conservative or Reform rabbis will not be considered Jews for
purposes of citizenship.
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o Stories abound of bitter family disputes between
secular parents and fundamentalist children, causing heartache
and misunderstanding.

o One's brand of Orthodoxy is shown by whether he wears
a knit kipot, symbolizing modern Orthodoxy, or a black hat,
indicating more fundamentalist Orthodoxy.

Nothing better exemplifies the splintering of Orthodox
opinion and the marked religious shift to the right than the
decline in the mainstream Orthodox National Religious Party
(NRP) from 12 seats in 1977 to 6 seats in 1981 and to 4 in
1984. At the same time, before the 1981 elections, Moroccan
members broke away from the Ashkenazi establishment which ran
the NRP and won 3 seats in their own Tami party (but only one
in 1984). Similarly, Sephardi congregations who had been .part
of the Agudat Israel broke away before the 1984 eleciton
believing they were not receiving a fair share of funds or
influence and formed their own Orthodox Sephardic party, Shass,
which captured 4 seats. All 4 Knesset members of Shass are
young rabbis o'f North African origin "who have spent their
lives studying Talmud and, consequently, have no political
experience.*

Modern Orthodoxy, in Israel, in the form of the NRP, is on
the defensive. Unlike more fundamentalist Orthodox groups, the
NRP believed in the State and in traditional religion. Through
its Hesher Yeshivot a unique arrangement was worked out by .
which its yeshiva students would spend two years in yeshiva and
then serve in the army. As pressures build from the right,
reports are now heard of rabbis in NRP yeshivot suggesting that
students exempt themselves from military service.

This would only further polarize society as secular Jews
would see themselves defending fundamentalists who increasingly
refuse to serve in the army and yet who increasingly reject
their way of life.

A number of events have co-joined to produce the dramatic
rise in religious fundamentalism in Israel:

Gershon Schocken, "Israel in Election Year 1984," Foreign
Affairs.
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o Each of the world's major religions is undergoing a
similar dose of fundamentalism—Christianity in the rise here
in the U.S. of the religious right exemplified by the Moral
Majority and television ministers who seek to impose their
traditionalist views on society; Islam, through the return to
fundamentalism in religious practice throughout the Moslem
world, most starkly exemplified by Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran;
and now Judaism, both in Israel and in America.

o The rise in religious fundamentalism around the world
is in part a rebellion against the excesses of secularism and
modernity—a fear children will be lost to permissiveness in
sex and drugs, family breakup, a loss of traditional values and
morals, an inability to control technology for man's benefit.
They see Israel as the only place in which they can live out
pure Judaism and do not intend for anyone to prevent them.

o The absence of a clear external threat has given
fundamentalists the luxury of pushing their ideology to the
extreme when at more difficult times in the past it was
subsumed to the overall defense of the State.

o Sheer numbers explain part of the phenomenon. Their
growth, enhanced by immigration from fundamentalist Orthodox in
the U.S. (who now make up a disproportionate percentage of
those making aliyeh) and high birth rates, has emboldened them
to flex their muscles. They are spilling out of older
neighborhoods. They see an opportunity to affect the political
balance and are seizing it.

o The decline in the visionary secular ideology upon
which Israel was founded has created a vacuum for a competing
ideology to fill. The idealistic socialist-Zionist philosophy
which embued the early pioneers with a sense of mission
comparable to that now held by fundamentalists has dissipated,
in significant part because it was so successful. There is no
modern secular vision competing with religious fundamentalism
for the minds and hearts of the younger generations of
Israelis. This is a problem with secularism the world over,
including the United States. Israel is no exception.

The decline in a visionary secular ideology is exacerbated
by the absence of religious pluralism in Israel. There are no
competing religious bodies to afford a counterweight to
Orthodox fundamentalism. The secular schools in Israel are
totally devoid of any religious teaching or identification.
The religious symbols so important to us as Jews in the
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Diaspora, such as regular synagogue attendance, bar and bat
mitzvahs, day schools, Sunday schools, regilious traditions at
home, are often unknown among secular Israelis.

Given the choice between the requirement of fundamentalist
Orthodoxy and secularism most Israelis will choose the latter.
But in the process it gives a religious monopoly to the
fundamentalists.

o Last, fundamentalism in Israel is nourished by and
reflected in the rise of religious fundamentalism among Jews in
the United States. Ironically, at a time when Reform and
Conservative Judaism in America is becoming more traditional,
there is a growing gulf between the Orthodox movement and
non-Orthodox movements. The Orthodox community is increasingly
isolated yet assertive. The intrusion into the beautiful
Crakow bar mitzvah is only a reminder of the lengths to which
the fundamentalists will go. The Reform movement drove a
further wedge by adopting patrilineal descent to determine
whether children are Jewish in a break from a thousand-year
tradition. And, Conservatives felt so alienated from Orthodoxy
that women rabbis were accepted regardless of Orthodox
sensibilities.

Rabbi Louis Bernstein, president of the Orthodox
Rabbinical Council of America, was criticized within his own
organization for his willingness to address the Conservative
Rabbinical Assembly. And several rabbis walked out when Rabbi
Alexander Shapiro, president of the Conservative Movement
Assembly, spoke at a recent Orthodox Council meeting.

Rabbi Irving Greenberg, president of the Center for
Learning and Leadership (CLAL—formerly the National Jewish
Resource Center), has pointed out in important work* that if
present divisive trends continue in the U.S. "the Jewish people
will split apart into two, mutually divided, hostile groups who
are unable or unwilling to marry each other.nD As a result of
non-recognition of Reform and Conservative conversions,
patrilineal descent, children from a second marriage when the
first marriage of one parent was not dissolved by a religious

Dr. Irving Greenber.g, "Will There Be One Jewish People By
the Year 2000?," Perspective. June, 1985.

Ibid, p. 1.
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"get," he estimates "there will be between three-quarters of a
million and a million people whose Jevishness is contested or
whose marriageability is denied by a large group of other
Jews."b

The loss of the spirit of CLAL Yisrael in the United
States is mirrored in a similar phenomenon in Israel.
Doctrinal purity has superseded unity as a guiding principle.

It seems to me that on the secular-fundamentalist
division in Israel that we as American Jews can play a
critically important role. In trying to correct the growing
division within our own American Jewish community we can help
ease the problem in Israel. Progress here can lead to progress
in Israel.

I want to close my Yom Kippur remarks by suggesting an
action program:

First, we need to urgently develop a dialogue and common
front between modern Orthodox, Conservative, end Reform here.
This could help lead to mere understanding, r.ore tolerance,
and, perhaps, to a common conversion standard which ill would
accept. In Boston, the three religious streams were able to
agree on a common kashrut standard. No progress can be made
unless we talk. We should encourage similar discussions in
Israel. But at the very least we should serve as a role model
for efforts at tolerance and understanding.

Second, we must help afford Israelis more religious
choice, so that they can have the same enrichment and sense cf
Jewish commitment we feel even if they choose not to join an
Orthodox movement. There is a beginning. A few conservative
day schools have sprung up in Israel and are over-subscribed,
providing more choice between totally secular and totally
orthodox education. Reform and Conservative kibbutzim have
been founded. A few non-Orthodox houses of worship are
available. We have an obligation to support those budding
institutions and to urge the American Conservative movement to
devote more resources to their sustenance and growth. I
believe that religious pluralism in Israel would provide a
religious foundation upon which to cor.pete with fundamental ism*
It would help forge the type of dialogue with modern Orthodox
Jews in Israel we need in the U.S.

Ibid, p. 5.
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Third, we must stand firmly against actions by fundamentalists
in Israel, such as a change in the Law of Return, which could
reduce American Jewish support for the State and lead to still
further division within American Jewry. The decisive action taken
by the Conservative movement to try to deny speaking fees in America
to Members of the Knesset who support a change, while drastic, is
necessary to show that our caimunity will oppose anything that under-
cuts Jewish unity.

Last, institutions like Federations must begin to exercise
their leverage to assure that while fundamentalism here and in Israel
is respected, it in turn respects those who do not follow its dictates.
Most fundamentalist religious institutions, here and in Israel, depend
heavily on funds from secular Reform, Conservative, and modern Orthodox
donors. These institutions should understand that mutual respect is
a sin qua non for continued support.

* * # * *

Is rae l ' s major problems now are internal. That i t se l f i s a
measure of the success Israel is have had in building a secure,
independent Jewish State with their own sweat and blood. Israel
i s making progress in solving most of these internal problems. But
just as we need Israel to sustain us and our identification, now
more than ever Israel needs us. But th is time they need more than
our passive support. On th is Yom Klppur let us commit ourselves to
become active partners in building an economically more viable,
socially more ju s t , and religiously more tolerant Israel . We owe
no less to ourselves, to Is rae l , and to the Jewish people.

« « * * #

This report was presented at the Tifereth Israel Congregation,
Washington, D.C., September 25, 1985. Mr.. Eizenstat would like to
acknowledge the research assistance provided by Igor Abramov of
Georgetown University.
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